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Introduction
This tutorial section will walk you through about GAPIN's implementation, how to use
it to get the best of analysis such as Figure S1 and present a study case in the end of it.

Figure S1. Analyzing the PDB 1PPF (X-ray crystal structure of the complex of human leukocyte elastase 2 (pmn
elastase) and the third domain of the turkey ovomucoid inhibitor). Where can seem the first level interaction of the Beta
Carbon from Leucine 18 from the Inhibitor.

Implementation details
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Architecture

GAPIN was built following Continuous Integration (Duvall et al., 2007) and
Continuous Delivery (Humble, J., 2010) practices, Figure S2, where every time a new
version has a green build, it is immediately deployed to the production environment.
GAPIN's code base is currently stored at Bitbucket (Bitbucket, 2012) and using Bitbucket
pipelines (Bitbucket Pipelines, 2019) for the Continuous Delivery and deployment process.

Figure S2. Version Control and Continuous Delivery process with Bitbucket and Bitbucket Pipelines

Back end

GAPIN's back end architecture is based on an asynchronous pattern with NodeJS
(Casciaro, Mario., 2016) where process run in the background and generating promises
(Gallaba, K., Mesbah, A., Beschastnikh, I., 2015). Basically as Figure S3 shows, the back
end part of GAPIN is divided into 3 parts: 1) GAPIN's back end application built in NodeJS
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(NodeJS, 2019) and ExpressJS (ExpressJS, 2019); 2) GAPIN's back end processor written
in R (R Core Team., 2018); 3) GAPIN's storage with MongoDB (MongoDB, 2019).

Figure S3. GAPIN's Back-end architecture

Based on that architecture, GAPIN takes advantage of MongoDB which stores
documents used to load the protein on the front end part without any processing step,
making the user experience good due to the velocity to load any data, such as the atoms
that belong to the interface network, Table S1.

{
"pdb": "1TEC",
"pdb_type": 1,
"title": "CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC REFINEMENT BY INCORPORATION OF MOLECULAR 2 DYNAMICS. THE
THERMOSTABLE SERINE PROTEASE THERMITASE 3 COMPLEXED WITH EGLIN-C",
"bsr": [
{
"source": "E.SER107.O",
"source_polarity": "POLAR",
"target": "I.TYR35.CB",
"target_polarity": "NONPOLAR",
"bsr_value": 6.9
}
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]
}
Table S1. JSON sample stored at MongoDB as part of the GAPIN's process

Front end

GAPIN was built focused on simplicity, where users could interact with the system
smoothly, grab pieces of information and discover easily. The styling layout was built with
Bootstrap 4 (Otto, M., & Thornton, J., 2015), which by default is responsive enabling users
to access the application from different devices such as Laptops, Tablets, Smartphones and
so on.
The front end framework used by GAPIN is Handlebars (HandleBars JS., 2019) and the
information which feed the front end comes from NodeJS, onto the back end part. The
interactive part was written in NGL (Rose, A. S., et al., 2018) for macromolecules
interactions, D3Plus (D3plus, 2018) for contact network connections and DataTables
(DataTables, 2008) for interactive and searchable Jobs information.

Data availability and interoperability
GAPIN allows the user to download a CSV file based on PDB (Kouranov, A., et al.,
2005) format that users get the PDB adjacency matrix in relation to the interactions (Chain
by Chain or Any by Ligand) and polarity (Polar by Polar, Apolar by Apolar or them all).
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Figure S3. The export section where users can download the output from the atom interactions.

Throughout the interaction with GAPIN, users can also take and download unlimited
screenshots, Figure S4, any time they desire for the macromolecule structure, atom contact
network and groups network.
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Figure S4. GAPIN with the possibility to take screenshots any time for both of the representations

How to use GAPIN

GAPIN is a collaborative application available at https://gapin.unifei.edu.br/, which
means that every time that a user imports a new PDB to GAPIN, this PDB is available for
everyone. GAPIN leverages the principle of import once uses anytime.
The first step to use GAPIN is to select a PDB id it is desired to be analyzed on the
top right side of the GAPIN's application as Figure S5 shows.

Figure S5. Searching for a PDB at GAPIN.

Then, two things could happen: 1) The PDB is not yet available at GAPIN, 2) The
PDB selected already exists. If the first case happens, users will be redirected to the import
page, Figure S6 and they will be asked to import this PDB. At this page, users can add up
to five PDBs at the time separated by a comma to be imported.

Figure S6: Import PDB page
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The import process calls, in fact, R scripts which download PDBs from RSCB page,
calculate the contact area, atom connections, group them based on the number of groups,
interaction, and polarity, calculate spots and persist the output at MongoDB.
Once users start the import, the can follow the process at the Jobs page, Figure S7 and
filter the table by any PDB that in under processing, Figure S8.

Figure S7. Job process logs

Figure S8. Jobs process logs filtered by a PDB

When the process finishes, the status will change to finished and users can start
working with the desired PDB.
In case of the PDB already exists or has been imported, users are redirected to the
main page, Figure S9, where they can start interacting with the PDB. At the right side,
Figure S9-C, users can interact with the interface structure built with NGL such as rotate to
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any side with the mouse left click, either zoom-in or zoom-out holding the mouse right click
and scrolling up or down, reposition the structure and any part of the layer with the mouse
middle click.

Figure S9. GAPIN's main interaction page

At the left down side, Figure S9-C, users can interact with the atom connections
network built with D3Plus where each node represents an atom and the edges represent
the contact area among the atoms. at the left top side, Figure S9-A, a called super-cluster
graph shows the high-level representation of the connections network graph right below if it.
The node round size means the node weight, going deeper, means the sum of all contacts
are from the nodes that belong to its group and the edges the sum of the connections.
Users can select any atom or group lift clicking the networks graphs to see what that
connection is on the structure side, Figure S10 and S11.
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Figure S10. Node selection at the atom network graph

Figure S11. Group 1 selected at the super-cluster graph being reflected at the structure on the right side and
highlighted at the atom network graph.

At the top bar, Figure S12, right above of the network and structure representations,
there is a set of options users can use in order to analyze better the macromolecule.
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Figure S12. The toolbox that is applied to the interface structure and contact graph

In interactions, users can choose between CHAIN vs CHAIN interactions, which
means all contacts found at the surface level of the macromolecule interacting to each other
from their chains, or ANY, LIG which means the interactions between atoms from the
macromolecule interacting with Ligands. The second option is the Polarity. Polarity means
that users can analyze the macromolecule considering only Apolar contacts, Polar contacts
or them all. The third option is Groups. At the first time users load the PDB, the default
configuration is to show the networks and structure divide by two groups, but users can
select other combinations up to ten1. The algorithm that calculates the groups is based on
Spectral Clustering (Luxburg, U., 2007).
Right after the Groups, there is a set of tools that are applied to the interface
structure such as Structure representation, the color format, Visualization and the ability to
add the macromolecule surface. Figure S13 shows a combination of this set of tools applied
to the PDB 1PPF (Chakrabarty, B., & Parekh, N., 2016).

1

Due to the size of some macromolecules they may not reach 10 groups.
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Figure S13. Using the interface toolbox to get a better visualization for the analyzed structure

Right after interactions toolbox, there is the selection toolbox which basically does
almost the same thing as interactions toolbox but for the selection. So, every time users
select an interaction at the network graph level, users can use this pallet to change the
representation to either ball stick or spacefill, visualize the full residues in white, change the
colors of the selection based on the number of groups, polarity, elements or interactions
and finally clear the selection changes.
On the right side of selection toolbox, there is an input field where users can search
for an specifically desired atom and see it at the structure right bellow of it.
The last menu item with the three dots adds options like the ability to change the
color of the groups, Figure S14.
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Figure S14. The ability to change the colors of the groups any time

There is also the spots representation for the selected macromolecule, Figure S15,
where users can see how strong is the connection throughout the number of groups
increases

Figure S15. Spots representation for the selected protein
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At the spot representation users can see that as more red or hot is the group,
stronger is to break it alongside increases the number of groups. And the opposite is, as
more white or cold is the group, it is easier to break this cluster.
There is also the possibility to take and download unlimited snapshots for all
representations any time as mentioned before.
Finally, at this menu, there is an option called alignments. The alignment section
allows users to automatically align any macromolecule to any other macromolecule
available at the GAPIN's database.
The same idea of import is applied here where if there is no alignment yet for the
users choice, they can start the alignment process, Figure S16, and follow the Job at the
Job section, Figure S17.

Figure S16. Starting the alignment between two PDBs
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Figure S17. Jobs page to follow the alignment process

At the end of the alignment process, users can see the alignment such as Figure S18.
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Figure S18. 1PPF and 1TEC aligned

Users are allowed to change the number of groups to get the best combination they
desire. One import issue is, every time the number of groups change, the way that GAPIN
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presents the network structure is based on the original structure. So, if the users want to
see the network aligned, they just have to click at the sync button and the network will
follow the structure position.
Furthermore, GAPIN also allows users to align any structure manually and
synchronize the changes in the structure with the graph at the left side with just one click,
Figure S19 shows the structure rotate but the network not synchronized and Figure S20
shows after synchronization.

Figure S19. Structure rotated and out of sync with the network graph
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Figure 20. Structure rotated and synchronized with the network graph

GAPIN also allows users to add as many macromolecules they desire to analyze
using the plus icon, Figure S21, at the bottom right side and the macromolecules will be
distributed one bellow to another.
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Figure S21. GAPIN allows users to add as many macromolecules they want to
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